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Dear Friends & Prayer Partners,
January was a very special month for us. We had a re-

cord number of visits on our Looking For God” evangelistic web page, over 47.000! 3.499 have expressed a

desire to accept Christ, 273 asked for a personal e-mail
contact (e-coach). Several letters are attached.

We are so thankful, that all that major efforts taken to

expand this outreach is bringing results. But it is testimonials of people who were helped by our Lord that
make it really worthwhile, not statistics!

And there are so many parallel tracks happening. Me

A short walk from our office in Wisła

From him and through him
and to him are all things.
To him be glory forever.
Romans 11:36

Challenges
etings of coordinators, mentors, plans for 2015, development of technical infrastructure, etc..

As you already know, we in Poland are taking respon-

sibility for all the technology behind Global Jesus.net

work, both the access level web pages and also the e-learning platform we have developed in-house. Please,
pray for our team as the task is enormous.

So far everything is developing according to plan, but
it is, simply a lot of work. We are praying for new IT

people to join our team, not easy, as we want them also
to be firm believers.

But we sense also spiritual warfare. Krzysztof, our

Radio CEO, has recently had an epileptic attack. He

is extremely overworked, Radio is doing great but the
price he pays is much too high. Please, pray for him!

Also, recently, we have had a problem with one of our

landlords; we pray the situation will be resolved in the
Spirit of our Lord.

Outback New Zealand
Bogusia and myself were invited to attend the first

Outback week in New Zealand. It was a fantastic trip,

Togather with Bogusia we’ve attended the
first Outback camp in New Zealand.
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Polish ministry thru
• FM Radio
• Internet
• Music
• Evangelistic and
follow-up courses

meeting a number of great, godly people who want to reach others struggling in their families. The
outcome was wonderful, again, many reconciled people and many moving moments. The interesting thing was that some 30% of attendees
(of our 180 “guests”) were local Mauritian

their lives to Christ, some coming from very
difficult backgrounds and moving stories of
med in Christ, WOW!

Malta Conference

Progress on January prayer requests
1.

Great meeting with Jesus.net leadership in Czech Republic on
some administrative issues, very important for the growth of
the movement.

people Many of them have committed

hatreds and criminal activities, now transfor-

Thank You LORD
2.

Some funding received – Thank you, Jesus!

3.

Radio ministry has ended the year with positive numbers, both
audience and finances.

4.

Gele/Codex in full development, raising interest from several
Christian groups.

Outback Aotearoa organizers

I was also at a Malta conference dealing with reaching the Muslim world via the media. Our
Jesus.net model of follow up aroused serious interest of other major players who are

5.

Spirit of unity, friendship and common goals among volunteers.

6.

Great visits statistics, with the help of a Google grant, used for
promotion.

Write to us!
deorecordings@ccm.pl

Please PRAY

considering implementing it in their work(!).
Some of them deal with literally millions of

enquiries, situations that are very different to

February prayer requests

Radio ministry testimony

2.

Finding right people to join our IT team.

3.

Continuing development of Gele/Codex platform for disci-

those in Poland, so the challenge is immense.
We pray for God’s guidance in this process.

1.

the attack of epilepsy, it is better now but we should continue
to remember his situation in prayer.

Malta

pleship and growth; adding more countries to the platform.

Every day our radio is airing “Unshackled” testimonials in a form of a radio drama. Just recently we
found on a net a testimony of a man who was saved by listening to this program on Radio CCM. A

video with English subtitles can be viewed here, due to a translation done by Peter, son of Krzysz-

tof and Ela.

Well friends, God is at work and what He is doing is marvelous in our eyes. Thank you for staying
with us, encouraging and praying. It makes a major difference!
Henryk and team.

Krzysztof’s health. He had again an issue in early February with

Moving existing web pages in 27 languages to “our” servers
and maintaining them.
4.

God’s guidance as we are awaiting decision of International
foundations about their financial support.

5.

Travel mercies for Krzysztof, his daughter Zuzia on their trip to
NRB (National Religious Broadcasters) in Nashville, my – to ILI
(International Leadership Institute) conference in Houston,
before meetings in Los Angeles.

6.

New friend, Andrzej Pilch, from Skoczow has joined our team.
He will be responsible for Outback and “My story” developments. Let us pray for a special blessing for him.
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Jesus.net

Letters

Selection of messages received during January 2015

statistics

January 2015

Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits 		
Decisions 		
Requests for follow-up

47 084
3 499
273

See it live on Joy in Heaven

Hi, I would like to talk (write) to somebody. Few years ago
I was on Oasis conference with priest Ryszard, but now
I’m terribly lost. I don’t know what to do. I’am wife and

mother. I don’t know even where to start. Mayby I will ask
- can I really be anonymous here?
Woman, 35-44

Hi, I would like to talk (write) to somebody. Few years ago

Polish “Jesus.net” statistics

I was on Oasis conference with priest Ryszard, but now

First time visits 		
2 326 439
Decisions 		
298 592
Requests for follow-up
32 661

- can I really be anonymous here?

Overall - Since July 2008

See it live on Joy in Heaven

I’m terribly lost. I don’t know what to do. I’am a wife and

mother. I don’t know even where to start. Mayby I will ask
Woman, 35-44

I would like to continue my conversation with Adam - my
personal coach.
Man, 25-34

Radio CCM &
Radio Fest
Total weekly audience

775 000

I would really like to know God, but I don’t know where to
start?

Woman, 25-34

I am a person who discovered God not long ago .. Will that

bother you if my questions will be very primitive or stupid?
Woman, 15-17

I simply want to change my life and I believe you.
Man, 25-34

I believe in the existence of God, but this does not translate into my real life. I see only the theories and strange fa-

scination: „Do you know what Jesus is? What he can do?”
Therefore i see Jesus as a master of unfulfilled promises
and hopes - a theory for theory.
Man, 35-44

I want to know - why I exist? After all this? I don’t want to

live, do not pray. I don’t trust myself, God or other people anyone. I’m sorry I know that’s silly .
Man 22-24
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